> COMPETITION ISSUES

Feminist looks: transversality, sorority, social transformation and critic to the heteropatriarchy.

- Live in freedom, violence free lives, peace-building women.
- Experiences of activists and defenders of human rights.
- My body, my first territory of freedom, dissident identities.
- Democracy and anti-racism.
- Putting life in the center: answers from the feminisms.
- Reappropriation of public and private spaces.
- Creativity and communication as tools for transformation.
- Other themes with feminist vienes.

> ADMISSION OF WORKS

a) Works by women from anywhere in the world aged over 16.

b) Each participant may submit an unlimited number of works provided they meet the requirements established in these rules.

c) The materials accepted are ficción, documentary, experimental art and animation.

d) The maximum duration of the works is up to 20 minutes including credit titles.

e) The works may be presented in any language but, if the works are presented in a language that is not Castilian or Catalan they must be subtitled in one of these two languages.

f) Accepted formats: works can be short in any format but the presentation should be in digital format.

> INSCRIPTION

a) Submission and presentation of the work: Each participant will upload the work to their own Youtube/Vimeo account, prior to registering in the competition. The link will be added to the registration form.

b) Fill in the following registration form: Go To form.

C) The personal who signs the application will be responsible for ensuring that the work submitted complies with the competition rules.

> SELECTION

The organizing committee will select from all registered works the ones that will compete for the Audience Award. An independent jury will be appointed who will choose among the selected works, the winners of the Berta Cáceres Award and the Jury Award.

The selected works will be included on the competitions official website (www.donamicine.org) and the organisations channels of Youtube/Vimeo.

The selected works should be sent as a digital file via Dropbox or WeTransfer and addressed to donamicine@gmail.com and to y must have the following characteristics:
- File extension: the format of the received files must be *.mov or *.mp4.
- Video codec: the video codec used must be Apple ProRes 422 or H264/MPEG-4 AVC.
- Audio codec: AAC or PCM.
- Resolution in pixels: the maximum resolution must be 1920x1080 (1080 p) and the minimum 1280x720 (720 p).

Submitting the work is necessary to access the contest prizes.

Once the work has been selected, it cannot be withdrawn from the competition, except in exceptional situations that will be assessed by the organization.

The selected works will be able to be seen on-line, on the DONA’M FILM website (www.donamicine.org) as from the time of selection for an indefinite time.

The authors whose works are selected are committed to maintain the link to their work to provide DONA’M CINE throughout the period that the competition lasts.

DONA’M CINE reserves the right to publish maximum a 30 second trailer or a fragment of each short film on the web and on social networks in order to promote the competition and the works presented.

DONA’M CINE reserves the right to request promotional materials of the works (photographs, multimedia files, etc.) for display on the web. The audiovisual material sent to DONA’M CINE will become part of the web resources bank (www.donamicine.org) and the organizing entity (ENTREPUEBLOS / ENTREPOBlOS / ENTREPOBOS / HERRIARTE) committing to resigning their authorship.

In no case will advertising works of clear commercial intent of brands, products or companies, as well as those that have an obvious intention to harm third parties.

Works presented in other editions of DONA’M CINE will not be accepted.
WORKS THAT DO NOT COMPLY WITH THESE RULES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY DISCARDED.

> AWARDS

- AUDIENCE AWARD: valued at 500 euros.
All selected works will be subject to popular voting through DONA’M CINE website. The work that gets more votes will be the winner of the audience award.
BERTA CÁCERES AWARD: valued at 1,000 euros.
The jury constituted for the IV edition DONA’M CINE will choose among the selected works the winner of the BERTA CÁCERES AWARD.

- JURY AWARD:
The jury constituted for the IV edition DONA’M CINE will choose among the selected works the winner of the DONA’M CINE Award.

- THE WINNING WORKS WILL BE EXHIBITED IN PERSON, TOGETHER WITH A SELECTION OF FINALIST WORKS, ON THE DAY OF THE AWARDS CEREMONY.
DONA’M CINE reserve the right to declare the JURY AWARD VACANTE. The awards may not, in any case, be cumulative.

> CALENDAR

WORKS REGISTRATION PERIOD: FROM 3 DECEMBER 2018 TO 8 APRIL 2019.


VERDICT OF WINNING WORKS: 10 JUNE 2019.

IN PERSON EXHIBITION AND AWARDS: BETWEEN 1 AND 5 JULY 2019.

ALL WORKS PRESENTED AFTER THE REGISTRATION PERIOD WILL BE EXCLUDED FROM THE COMPETITION.

> COPYRIGHTS

THE FILMS REGISTERED MUST INCLUDE ORIGINAL MATERIAL. DONA’M CINE are not responsible for the works regarding content, rights and licenses exploitation. In addition to this, DONA’M CINE informs that the use of imagen and pre-existing musical pieces in a film need the written authorization of the owners rights.

DONA’M CINE does not require such authorizations, but won’t be responsible for any claims made.

DONA’M CINE have no responsibility for the contents received, as well as the consequences derived from their publication.

> FINAL CLAUSES

THE DATA PROVIDED BY PARTICIPANTS WILL BE INCLUDED ON A DATABASE OWNED BY ENTREPUEBLOS / ENTREPUEBLOS / ENTREPOBOS / HERRIARTE, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF CURRENT REGULATIONS FOR THE PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA AND SERVICES OF THE INFORMATION SOCIETY AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE.


THE RIGHT OF ACCESS, RECTIFICATION, CANCELLATION OF PERSONAL DATA CAN BE SENT BY E-MAIL TO THE MAILBOX DONAMCINE@ENTREPOBLES.ORG OR BY MEANS OF A WRITTEN LETTER ADDRESSED TO: ENTREPUEBLOS / ENTREPUEBLOS / ENTREPOBOS / HERRIARTE, AVINGUDB MERIDIANA, 30-32, ENT.1 ESC. B, 08018, BARCELONA.